
CHAPTER 22

Eva couldn't see below, those breasts took up a lot of room. As she was discovering her own
body, she was associating the feelings to what she was seeing. The self discovery for the
first time was an incredible experience! The fear was almost completely gone, especially
when she realized that right now, she had surely become the most extreme mutant in the
world! But there was still more…

She couldn't see what was under her giant breasts in front of her, but her two side torsos
looked to either side, revealing 3 huge legs on each side. This mega torso rested on top of
another even larger body, and these legs were supporting her directly in the ground.
"Holy God! Is that mine too??”

Taking a good look at those legs, she was able to identify the sensations and her brains
instinctively worked to associate the commands, and finally she was able to move them.
Those legs had a second knee, giving them a rather alien look, but when she was able to
focus on one in particular, she discovered that they could be moved with almost superhuman
flexibility. Although in a still very clumsy way.

"But... I don't have feet??"
Sure enough, she didn't realize, but her legs instead of feet had hands proportionally the size
of the big legs. She brought his hand close to her left torso, watching her and touching her
even a little fearfully. But indeed it was also her body. Meanwhile, the central torso also
leaned to the side for a better look. She was surprised at how high she was off the ground.
In fact, there was barely 4 or 5 cm to the ceiling, and his house was big. But looking down,
she noticed between each of the 3 side legs, there was something quite peculiar hanging.
His right torso confirmed that the same thing was happening on the other side as well.
"And this... can't be penises, they're too... big!"

But her own leg folded in on itself and she caressed one of those things, feeling a peculiar
sensation. She had never felt one, but she was surprised at how big they were. And even
more, she began to be aware of the touch between them, she noticed the weight of the
testicles, the heat they transmitted to the thighs of her legs... and above all she saw that she
had three in each groin, making a total of 12!!

Her heart was beating wildly. All she was seeing for the first time was going to be her body,
she couldn't believe that finally she had not only mutated, but that she had done it in a brutal
way!! Maybe too much??

A strange sensation appeared in what she assumed would be the front of her body. The
three torsos looked at each other as if looking for answers, but logically she didn't get any,
only a dizzying sensation of looking at two opposite mirrors. She became disconcerted. So
she closed all six of her eyes, and she tried to focus on that feeling. She looked familiar to
him, but she seemed tremendously augmented.

So she opened her eyes again, but this time she felt disoriented as she found herself almost
at ground level, looking at the wall in front of her. Bewildered, she began to look around, and



right behind her she saw a huge body surrounded by giant breasts, but seen from below.
She had a hard time, but she managed to self-identify herself, but she didn't understand
what she was doing now she was down there. Until she was looking down, and seeing the
lower part of this great torso, and where her two front legs were born. Despite being puzzled,
she was able to identify the front crotch, which was very wide, and how there were two of the
largest vaginas she had ever seen!

“Two vaginas!! and that size! but... but how can I see myself from here??”
She was so stunned that she did not realize that between the two vaginas, the central lip
was extended in an unnatural way, in a kind of tentacle. She assumed that her vision came
from there, but she had a hard time understanding. Then, concentrating again, she used her
front two legs to push her front two large breasts apart, so that the three torsos of hers
above all of her could see what was below.

Indeed, that tentacle ended in a head, just like hers, a perfect clone of Eva, but in a totally
unreal posture.
“Why the hell do I have a head down there???”
She was starting to get more and more surreal, if that wasn't already enough.
This new head, she tried to look closely and try to identify and associate feelings with what
she was seeing. The vaginas, the legs, the breasts, the… arms???

She almost by chance noticed that two arms grew on the sides of each vagina.
“Do I have arms here too??” She said she managed to identify and move them as well.
“Shit… I think this is too much…” she started to say getting scared again. Her body was
huge! She had too many additions! it was too extreme! Why would she inject so many vials?
she had gotten out of control! And it wasn't over yet?
Sure enough, as her head uncovered her twin vaginas, her central torso tried to go 180º to
check the back of your body, at the end of her legs.

"fuck!! This body is still going on, it never ends!!”
Indeed, attached to his hind legs, two large bulges stood out above everything. Two huge
bags of meat, they looked like breasts, but they had a strange shape, and she could make
out 4 large cylinders growing from them.

“Udders???” She said she without believing it
"It can't be, I'm sure it's something else"
But the sensations were confirming it, although she didn't want to believe it. She had
reached a point where everything was too much! It has passed!! she was beginning to get
scared that his body was indeed too radical in all respects!

But between the two udders his body still continued, in the form of two long tails. These
came out of the room and their ends had been hidden in the entrance hall. So she couldn't
see them.

But the feelings she had, told her that something else was hiding behind it. And she was
sure that it was not going to be something very normal! Eva's burden was already bordering
on her madness.



Her three torsos moved nervously almost chaotically, looking everywhere, being aware of
three... no! four different sensory centers! her heads inspected and observed the details of
her body. But then suddenly, almost without realizing it, she noticed that she could open her
eyes. "But... if I already have my eyes open?"

But as she opened them, a new image appeared in her already confused mind. And she saw
the hallway!
"But I'm not there!!" Totally overwhelmed, her brain made a great effort to understand:
Another head?? She was able to direct her concentration on this new sensation, and her
consciousness "traveled" to this new position, noticing that indeed, she had another head,
which meant that her body reached the hallway. The tail! Indeed, turning her head she saw
that it grew on top of a kind of giant tentacle that turned the door that led to the living room,
where her body was supposed to be.

She looked down, and from both sides of her tail, 4 more arms grew, which she also felt and
was able to move. But it was on top of two big balls of meat! more breasts?? they look more
like testicles, but it couldn't be... could it?

The end of this tail did indeed look like a gigantic penis, of Rob's own proportions, only it was
completely hidden in her skin. Her head was right above her birth. This was bordering on the
grotesque!
Scared and not quite sure how to react to this, she looked to the side of her and saw a
second tail.
"Shit, it's true, my butt grew two tails!"

She refocused on the sensations and managed to identify them. The end this time was
different. Well, a lot of penises, long and flaccid, grew from the end, as if it were a whip with
7 tails.

Eva kept freaking out. All of her sensations now came to him at once. She felt so many
things and so overwhelming that she stopped concentrating and began to be aware of 5
points of view at the same time, hearing from 5 different places, the touch of dozens of
members, some very sensitive, sexual organs, limbs, arms, the weight of the parts of her
body, the tingling of some rubbing against each other… their heads looked everywhere like
crazy, she was starting to go crazy! Then suddenly, she closed all her eyes, and with all her
mouths at once, she screamed!
“STOOOOOOOOOPPPP!!!”

She needed to nip the sensory escalation in the bud, sort out her mind, and be able to
understand herself! Still with her eyes closed, breathed deeply, in 5 places at once... she
could feel them, but again, the rational part of her came out of her to her aid.

"Okay, calm down, let's go step by step. You can concentrate, only in one area. You have to
know yourself well. This is your body now, it's what you wanted, so I don't want to get
hysterical. Open your eyes, only one head"

Opening her eyes, just two, she saw in her central torso again. She saw again the spectacle
that was now her body, but she concentrated again, and noticed how her consciousness



could be centered only in one head and "move" it where she wanted, although it required a
lot of concentration.

She looked around her again. She could feel every part of what she saw, she was still very
overwhelmed. She looked down, and raised all four of her arms. She concentrated on these
sensations, but her extra arms copied the movement of the originals, she was unable to
move them independently.

Like someone trying to fly a Boeing 747 for the first time without any training, she looked
around with no idea how to start. Her body, so big and full of limbs everywhere, was going to
be completely useless if she wasn't able to control it. This fact obscured her initial sense of
excitement at being transformed. Frustration and fear began to take possession of Eva.

She stared at her new six powerful legs, and tried to move them. She could barely move
them a bit, yet the movement was chaotic and frustrating.
The legs on the same side repeated the same movements at the same time. It was
impossible to coordinate well! She could barely identify among so many members which one
she wanted to move.

“This is too much, will I stay like this forever? I'm trapped in a body so big that it's impossible
to move!!”
Tears ran down her cheeks again. Her mutation wish had turned into a nightmare. The
situation was getting out of hand again, especially when she started thinking about all the
consequences of what she had done.

“My parents are going to kill me when they see me… Shit… I hadn't realized, they're going to
freak out! and my friends, and…everyone!! And the authorities? if they discover me they will
know about the vials, then I will have a serious problem! Will I go to jail?"

She said, half crying as her anxiety grew. She felt that this was going to be a punishment for
wanting to go against her own nature. "You screwed up but good" she said to herself. She no
longer knew what to do. But she couldn't stay there forever, she needed help!

As she could, she managed to pick up the shirt that she had thrown on the ground, and put it
on the central torso that was the one she could best control. She had to make holes for her
extra arms, and she was absurdly tight with her new breasts. In fact these peeked out the
bottom. But that didn't matter now. She placed her laptop over her breasts, tilting her torso
back a bit, and prepared to call her friends.


